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A View From The Armchair
To live and grow up in a house with a lovely garden is a real privilege. For a naturalist it can provide
hours of fun and a realisation that even in an area that we consider familiar there is still much to learn.
My father built the house in Quorn in Leicestershire in the early 1950s after demolishing three small
cottages that were initially on the site. My parents and sister moved into the house on its completion
in 1955. I was born in the house a year later. My father was, and still is, a keen naturalist and during
my childhood he held a ringing licence and ringed birds in our garden. Birds have now been ringed in
the garden for 60 years and this has provided us with a wealth of information. The garden which is
some 80 feet long and 40 feet wide, borders onto a mixed woodland called Kaye’s Plantation.
I started bird ringing in 1974 and, after attaining my C-permit a short time later, started to use a
mist net in the garden which added to the variety of birds ringed. Since we started we have caught
some 57 species some of which have taken us by surprise including: Common Gull, Kingfisher, Lesser
Spotted Woodpecker and Firecrest. The fourth
Siskin I had ever caught in the garden in April 1976
IN THIS EDITION
was wearing a Russian ring! It had been ringed near
Liepaya in Latvia in October the previous year. Also
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catching birds in one area over a large period of
time often means resident birds are recaptured and
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some can attain great ages. The following birds
ringed in the garden are notable: Blackbird: 8
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years; Wren: 5 years 5 months; Great Tits: three
over eight years with the oldest being 8 years 10
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months; Blue Tit: 8 years 1 month, and Jay: 12 years
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Over the years many changes have taken
place and most not for the better. By the new
millennium once common and regular visitors
to the garden such as the Mistle Thrush, Spotted
Flycatcher, Marsh Tit, Willow Tit, Tree Sparrow
and Reed Bunting had disappeared and even
Song Thrush, Starling and House Sparrow had
become rare in their occurrence.
In 1991 I married and left Quorn and moved
to Hertfordshire. I now only return to Quorn to
visit my family, usually to spend the New Year
with them, and to visit my father on his birthday
around 20 March then we try and go bird
watching together. During these periods I still
try and get a few hours ringing in while they are
still sleeping.
The last bird to take the limelight was a
Nuthatch which is a localised resident in Quorn
that regularly feeds in the garden. They had
nested on and off for nearly 50 years in a nest
box that my father had put on the oak tree at
the bottom of the garden until it fell off few
years ago. You would always know when the
Nuthatches were starting to use the nest box
because they would plaster mud around the
entrance hole. These birds are sedentary and
we catch the same ones with some regularity
over two or three years. The largest number
caught in any one year was five individuals in
1967 and we ringed four birds in a year on four
occasions: 1974, 1978, 1981 and 1990. Over the
years we have ringed 74 individuals in the
garden. There are approximately three pairs of
Nuthatch in Kay’s Plantation and their bubble
song and whistle are a feature of spring
mornings. The Nuthatch is a stocky little bird
with a long dagger-like bill, sturdy legs and short
tail and it has the ability to climb both up and
headfirst down a branch or tree trunk. Prior to
my last capture the oldest individual re-trapped
was 4 years 6 months of age.
Over the last few years my father had kept
saying to me he thought the male Nuthatch was
quite old but no matter how hard I tried I still
had not managed to catch it. Sunday 22 March
2015 was a fine still morning and I decided to
get in a few hours bird ringing in before church.
I had been visiting my father again for the
weekend for his 88th birthday. One of the birds
caught was a Nuthatch; it was an adult male and
its ring number was TE27966. I realised it was
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Nuthatch © Peter Gamble

old but I was not sure how old. On my return
home to Hertfordshire I was able to check it out
on IPMR and found that I had ringed it on 31
December 2005 making the bird 9 years 2
months and 22 days between ringing and
recapture. I had previously re-trapped this
individual on the 24 March 2007, 21 March 2009
and 1 January 2010. The events outlined above
is one case where understanding the
movements of the ringer is more important than
the movements of the bird.
The previous longevity record for Nuthatch
was a bird ringed in the nest at Groby in May
1964 (also in Leicestershire!) and killed by a cat
in February 1973 at Newtown Linford making it
8 years 8 months old.
Incidentally, we found out a few years ago
that one of the cottages where the house now
stands had been used as a pub during Victorian
times and you will never guess its name? It was
called “The Bird in the Hand”. They say that
sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction and
in this case it really is.
Ian Gamble

CLASSIFIED RECORDS NOTICE
The original records from which Heritage is
compiled are archived at the Leicestershire and
Rutland Environmental Records Centre, County
Hall. They are freely available to members
wishing to view record details. Nonmembers should apply to the Club Secretary for
permission to consult them.
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CLASSIFIED RECORDS
MAMMALS
Thanks to the seven members and friends
who sent in mammal records this cold quarter.
On 27 February PJD found a dead Hedgehog
on the A6 between Quorn and Loughborough.
This is a very early date for a Hedgehog to have
come out of hibernation and is the only record
we have this quarter.
Molehills were noted in Martin’s Wood and
Felicity’s Wood off Dean’s Lane, in Buddon
Brook Meadows and in pastures at Swithland.
During the churchyard survey SFW & HI noted
molehills in churchyards at Blackfordby,
Buckminster, Burbage, Barlestone, Higham on
the Hill, Rolleston, Shangton – in both northern
and southern halves which are in different
tetrads, Pilton, Lyndon, Potters Marston, Aston
Flamville, Groby, Barkby, South Croxton,
Cossington, Stretton (Rutland), Wigston Parva
and Great Dalby. They were also seen in
woodland near the church at Coston, at
Ulverscroft NR, Long Clawson, Ashby de la Zouch
Cemetery, Maynard Park (Bagworth) and
Swithland Wood meadow.

The only Bat record is from JG at Cropston
where a Common Pipistrelle was heard calling
on 28 March at 7:45 pm.
A Brown Hare was seen running through
Rolleston churchyard on 25 January and a
squashed hare was on the slip road to the A46
at Groby on 19 February.
Rabbits were again commonly seen at
Swithland throughout the quarter and one was
noted in Swithland Waterworks Grounds on 25
March. Signs were seen in churchyards at
Shangton, Potters Marston, Aston Flamville and
Swannington as well as in Bradgate Park.
Several Grey Squirrels were competing with
the Wood Pigeons for Ivy berries in PHG’s Quorn
garden and up to five were seen in the
plantations in Bradgate Park.

Bank Vole © Jim Graham

A Bank Vole was seen on most days in the
latter half of March, feeding on spilt sunflower
seeds put out for the birds at Cropston.
A dead Wood Mouse appeared outside PJD’s
Quorn house on 21 February, possibly killed by
a cat.
Another corpse, this time a Brown Rat was
found in ATO’s Shelthorpe garden. Cause of
death unknown!
A Red Fox was seen crossing the road in
Barrow upon Soar at 10 pm on 26 January and
a very much alive fox stole the fat-filled coconut
from DAP’s bird feeder in Swithland at 7 am one
morning in March but the rest of the sightings
were all of dead foxes – on the A6 in
Loughborough and on the stretch of the A46
between Birstall to Anstey there were three.

Grey Squirrels © Steve Woodward
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A Mink was seen working the stream in DAP’s
Swithland garden on 12 March at 4:30 pm and
on 24 March at 12:30 pm.
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Badger signs were noted at Rolleston
churchyard – extensive scrapes and at Little
Dalby churchyard where they had been digging
for Pignuts. A footprint was seen in mud at
Bagworth and an old unused sett noted in
Bradgate Park. Two dead Badgers were seen on
the Bardon to Hugglescote road in mid-March,
one dead one on Sharpley Hill, Newtown Linford
on 9 March, a one dead inside a plantation at
Rolleston – perhaps a road casualty and three
corpses on the stretch of the A46 between
Birstall to Anstey one day in March. This road
seems particularly bad for road casualties. A pile
of Badger fur containing a few bones was seen
in Bradgate – it looked like a half grown
youngster.

BIRDS
Recorded from seven main waters doublefigure counts of Mute Swans occurred at
Swithland Reservoir and Watermead CP with
maxima of 31 and 21 respectively. By mid-March
at least three pairs were nesting at: Cropston
Reservoir, Puddledyke and Raynsway Lake.
There were few records of geese flocks. The
only three-figure counts were for Canada Goose
with maxima of 120 at Hicks Lodge on 15
February and 101 at Watermead CP North on
18 January. Greylag Goose was under-recorded
with 11 at Cropston Reservoir on 26 January the
highest count.
What was presumably the same Shelduck
was seen in Watermead CP and along the River
Soar during January and February, whilst two
were at Albert Village Lake on 15 February and
nine, including four pairs, were at Eyebrook
Reservoir on 21 March.
Ten Mandarin Duck, including six males,
were at Cropston Reservoir on 16 February, with
smaller numbers at Swithland Reservoir and
Groby Pool during the quarter.

Badger Remains © Steve Woodward

Muntjac were seen in March crossing roads
in Woodhouse Eaves – 10 am and Mountsorrel
– 8 pm.
There have been problems in Bradgate Park
with dogs chasing the deer. Not always attacking
them but stressing them so much by chasing
that several have later been found dead. The
Park authorities are considering making a ruling
that all dogs should be on a lead.
The Mammal Society is planning a national
atlas of mammal records and Helen O’Brien, the
Leicestershire and Rutland County Recorder for
Mammals is making a special effort to record as
many species as possible in all areas of the
county, so do send in all your sightings of
mammals, however common, so that we can
have dots in all the squares in VC55. Any records
sent to LNC will be passed on to the County
Recorder.
Helen Ikin
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The best counts of wintering Wigeon were
385 at Watermead CP North on 18 January, 120
grazing the margins of Eyebrook Reservoir on
21 March and 90 at Longmoor Lake on 19
January. The regular tame male was noted at
Bradgate Park associating with Mallards on the
River Lin. The only three-figure counts of
Gadwall came from Watermead CP with 218 on
18 January the largest and eight pairs noted at
Kelham Bridge on 9 March will hopefully breed
in the area. Watermead CP also held the highest
number of Teal with 79 noted on 10 March. The
only other site with more than ten was Cropston
Reservoir with 11 there on 8 February. Mallard
were widespread and two members had them
on their garden ponds. The best count was 205
at Watermead CP North on 18 January. A total
of 122 Shoveler at Watermead CP Birstall, most
gathered round an unfrozen section of Meadow
Lake, on the Club field outing on 4 February was
the highest count of the quarter. After two pairs
of Red-crested Pochard were noted at
Watermead CP North on 10 March, one pair was
regular in the complex from the 11th until the
end of the quarter. What may have been one of
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the two original pairs was located at Groby Pool
on the 11th. Double-figure counts of Pochard
were noted at three sites with maxima being 70
at Swithland Reservoir on 2 February, 21 at
Watermead CP North on 18 January and 20 at
Longmoor Lake the next day. The best counts of
Tufted Duck came from Watermead CP North
with 240 on 18 January and 218 on 10 March.
The first-winter drake Scaup at Swithland
Reservoir from 2014 remained throughout the
first quarter of 2015, its plumage changed
during the latter part of the period and was
looking “very smart”. As usual, the only site that
had decent numbers of Goldeneye was
Swithland Reservoir where 30 were present
during February, however this had halved by the
end of the quarter although display and
courtship were noted by then. There were small
numbers of Goosander at five sites but the only
double-figure counts came from Watermead CP
with maxima of 33 on 18 January.
Small numbers of Red-legged Partridge were
noted at six sites but the only report of Grey
Partridge was a single at Horninghold on 25
March. Pheasant were at 12 sites but six at
Hallaton on 11 February was the highest count.
A beautiful male Reeve’s Pheasant, feeding on
spilt seed in JG’s Cropston garden, had probably
escaped from a nearby farm.

Reeve’s Pheasant © Jim Graham

The Great Northern Diver from December
remained at Swithland Reservoir through the
first half of January.
Double-figure counts of Cormorant came
from Cropston Reservoir with maxima of 31 on
4 February and Watermead CP where 60 were
counted on 18 January. By the end of March
birds were already on their nests at the latter
site.
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Little Egret records came from 13 sites, most
of one or two, but eight were at Albert Village
Lake on 15 February. Small numbers of Grey
Heron were noted at the usual waters with 14
at Watermead CP North on 10 March the only
double-figure count.
Little Grebes were noted at just four sites and
most Great Crested Grebe records came from
Cropston Reservoir with the largest count being
63 on 3 February including a number of
displaying pairs. A rather splendidly plumaged
Black-necked Grebe was at Swithland Reservoir
from 12 March until the 20th.
Red Kite was mentioned in all three months,
mainly one or two but three were at Stockerston
on 21 January and four at Tilton-on-the-Hill on
11 February. Single Sparrowhawk were
widespread including in member’s gardens.
Buzzard records came from 25 widespread
locations, with pairs displaying at a number of
sites during March. It was good to see Kestrel
being better recorded with birds being found at
26 locations with lots of comments about
hunting by roadsides. Single Peregrine were at
their usual sites but up to four were seen in
Leicester city centre during February and March.
The only Water Rail located were at
Watermead CP North with three there between
January and March. Small numbers of Moorhen
were at the usual sites but 32 were counted at
Watermead CP North on 18 January. The same
date and site held 73 Coot but had increased to
84 by the middle of March.
The first Oystercatcher was located at Albert
Village Lake on 15 February and were at Birstall
Meadows during the latter half of March. The
only Golden Plover noted were 17 at Kelham
Bridge on 15 February. Lapwing was not noted
during the quarter but odd Snipe at Kelham
Bridge during January and February increased
until there was ten by 23 March. A Green
Sandpiper was at Watermead CP on 24 and 25
March, whilst single Redshank were at Eyebrook
Reservoir and Wanlip Meadows on the 21st and
24th respectively.
By far the largest count of Black-headed Gull
was 5,000 loafing on Cropston Reservoir before
flying off in the direction of Swithland Reservoir
on 3 February. Over 2,000 Common Gull were
“completely covering” a field near Keythorpe on
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27 February. Single-figure Lesser Black-backed
Gull were at Watermead CP and Cropston
Reservoir during February and a Yellow-legged
Gull was in Watermead CP on 8 January.

There were no flocks of Sky Lark and one
observer commented that they were “rather
scarce this winter”. Birds in full song were heard
from the middle of February onwards.

The only Stock Dove noted were six at Groby
Pool on the last day of January. In contrast,
1,500 Wood Pigeon were feeding in a
Thurcaston field two days later, with threefigure counts from a further seven locations, all
in February. There were few Collared Dove
records received.

Cetti’s Warbler was heard from 4 February
in Watermead CP. It would appear that Longtailed Tit have suffered during the winter as
none were reported during January and a
maximum of three were found at just three sites
between February and March. A pair with
nesting material was at Puddledyke on 10 March.

The only Barn Owl reports came from
Bradgate Park and Cropston during February
and March. Single Little Owl were at the former
site throughout the quarter with four calling on
24 February. Of the eight sites where calls of
Tawny Owl were heard, five were gardens.

Chiffchaff were noted throughout the
quarter with returning migrants heard singing
from 18 March onwards. All wintering Blackcaps
reported were singles in five gardens, with a
female in PHG’s seen in all three months.

It has been a better winter for Kingfisher with
records from six sites, mostly singles but three
were seen at Watermead CP North on 10 March.
Reports of Green Woodpeckers came from 16
widespread locations including three gardens.
Similarly, Great Spotted Woodpeckers were at
15 sites, including three gardens, with
drumming birds or pairs reported from nine.
There was just one record of Magpie whilst
Jay was reported from eight localities including
two gardens. Most records of Jackdaw came
from Bradgate Park with double-figure counts
on most occasions and a minimum of 100 on 10
March. Whilst surveying the county’s
churchyards, SFW and HI also located five
Rookeries the largest being a minimum of 25
nests at Merry Lees. The only count of note for
Carrion Crow was 29 at Loughborough Big
Meadow on 8 February but Raven was well
reported from ten sites with display observed
at a couple.
Records of Goldcrests were mainly of one or
two but ten were in a mixed tit flock around
Swithland Reservoir on 2 January and 12 were
feeding along the edge of Coppice Wood in
Bradgate Park on 8 February. Unfortunately, one
came to grief in the jaws of a neighbour’s cat in
PJD’s garden on 9 March. There were no doublefigure counts of Blue, Great or Coal Tits, and as
usual, the only reliable site for Willow Tit was
Kelham Bridge where at least two were seen
through the quarter. Single Marsh Tit were
found at five sites.
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Surprisingly, the bird of the quarter was a
Nuthatch caught in a mist net in PHG’s garden
on 22 March. This was a ‘controlled’ bird, first
ringed by Ian Gamble on 31 December 2005,
making this the oldest known Nuthatch
recorded in Britain (see leading article for more
details). Treecreeper was noted at seven
localities with song being heard from as early as
24 January at Bradgate Park. Most Wren records
were of singles but five were in full song at
Cropston Reservoir on 8 February.
The best count of Starling was 120 feeding
on the ant hills in the ruins enclosure at
Bradgate Park on 5 March. Most Blackbirds
records came from gardens, mainly of ten or
fewer. Flocks of wintering thrushes have been
few and far between this year and the volume
of birds has also been down. The best count of
Fieldfare was just 150 at Woodhouse on 24
January with counts of 100 at three other sites.
Redwing was seen in even smaller numbers the
best being 63 at Bradgate Park on 17 February.
Song Thrush was heard singing at seven
locations whilst records of Mistle Thrush came
from just five sites with song only noted at one.
Eight Robin were in song at Cropston
Reservoir on 8 February with seven singing at
Watermead CP on 4 February but there were no
significant records of Dunnock received. A male
Black Redstart was heard in Leicester city centre
in March whilst a male Stonechat was in
Bradgate Park during the last two weeks of
January, a female at Kelham Bridge on 13 March
and another male at Cropston on the 16th.
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There were few records for House Sparrow
but 100 were found at Stonton Wyville on 19
March and around 50 were in ACR’s garden
throughout the quarter but Tree Sparrow was
not recorded.

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
This report covers the final quarter of 2014
and the first quarter of 2015; that is, the period
from the 1 October 2014 to the 31 March 2015.
It seems to have been a very long winter, and
not surprisingly our sightings of reptiles and
amphibians during this period have been few
and far between!
Slow Worm Anguis fragilis: Our only sighting
for a reptile during this period is this one! SFW
and HI report finding a pale specimen under a
stone in Bradgate Park on 5 October. Possibly
an immature specimen?

Grey Wagtail © Jim Graham

Grey Wagtail was found at seven sites with
pairs at Bradgate Park, Cropston Reservoir,
Groby Pool and intriguingly in Leicester city
centre. There was no indication of any wintering
flocks of Pied Wagtail from any of the usual sites
during the period and the only double-figure
count of Meadow Pipit was 25 at Bradgate Park
on 8 January.
The only double-figure count of Chaffinch
was 40 at Stonton Wyville on 19 March. All
Greenfinch records came from gardens and the
only count of note was 12 in Huggelscote. Flocks
of Goldfinches were also scarce with 15 in a
Birstall churchyard on 23 January the best count.
There were just two records of Siskin three
feeding in Alders beside the River Lin in
Newtown Linford on 17 January and a single
male in JG’s garden on 7 February. Likewise,
Lesser Redpoll was located at just two areas five
at Groby Pool on 18 January, with one there on
the 31st, and singles at Bradgate Park on the
14th and 7 February. Linnet was not recorded
during the period.
Small numbers of Bullfinch were noted at 15
sites with eight coming into JMS’s Eaton garden
throughout the quarter. Other than 20 at
Stonton Wyville on 19 March, all Yellowhammer
records came from Bradgate Park but no larger
flocks were noted. In what appears to becoming
a regular pattern, all Reed Bunting records came
from gardens with seven in Quorn seen in all
three months but there were no wintering flocks
reported.
Jim Graham
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Common Toad Bufo bufo: These amphibians
began to appear again in March 2015, making
their way to ponds in gardens and elsewhere in
order to spawn. HS reports finding three toads
in her garden pond in Quorn on 24 March,
croaking to advertise their presence.
Common Frog Rana temporaria: It appears that
the Common Frog is indeed relatively common!
They began to appear in February and March,
making their way to ponds in order to spawn.
ATO reports finding one medium-sized
specimen by his front door (in Shelthorpe) on
the night of the 28 February. Three days earlier
on 25 February PHG found several frogs present
at the pool in his garden in Quorn, and on the
same day PD reports finding the first clump of
spawn in her garden pond, also in Quorn. By 27
March, a month later, her garden pond was full
of tadpoles, and frogs were still present, mating.
PHG reports that the first clump of spawn did
not appear in his pond until the 16 March. Frogs
were still present at the garden pond, but a
second clump of spawn did not appear until 21
March. However, the next day three more
clumps of spawn appeared, with more spawn
appearing by 25 March, so that it was no longer
possible to distinguish individual clumps! Adults
were still present and advertising their presence
by croaking. By the beginning of April PHG
estimates that there were as many as 24 clumps
of spawn in the garden pond. ATO reports seeing
another large frog in his garden in Shelthorpe,
on the evening of the 11 March, presumably
making its way to a pond in a neighbouring
garden in order to spawn. HI and SFW found five
clumps of spawn in Bradgate Park on 20 March,
and more spawn the following day, also in
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Bradgate Park. HS reports that there were five
frogs croaking in her garden pond in Quorn on
the 22 March, and a large clump of spawn. On
the 26 March there were six frogs present
including two mated pairs and two large clumps
of spawn. On the 30 March JG reports finding
eight large masses of frog spawn in a garden
pond at Cropston.

a reasonably good run of Salmon. However,
according to a report in the April 2015 edition
of “T. and S.” a preliminary scrutiny of the catch
records for 2014 showed that 1,556 Sea Trout
had been caught, but only 30 Salmon! In his
editorial of December 2014 Flitcroft goes on to
speculate on the reasons for the lack of Salmon
in 2014:

Tony Onions

“I keep trying to reassure myself that this
season is just a blip, one to forget about. It will
be all right next year, right? But such a huge
crash in an already downward spiral of catches
and runs is clearly worrying… We’ve had crashes
before and then – out of nowhere – we’ve had
a bumper year. I’ve heard people predict one
for 2015, based on the theory that 2010 was a
good spawning year and the progeny of these
fish will be returning next season. I dearly hope
these predictions come true. We can analyse
figures, good spawning years and long-term
patterns, but will we ever understand Salmon
well enough to predict such things?”

FISH (including CRAYFISH)
This report covers the final quarter of 2014
and the first quarter of 2015, and perhaps not
surprisingly we have had no sightings of fish to
report. However, we do have one or two items
of news to pass on, which may be of interest to
our readers. The information which follows has
been largely gleaned from the national monthly
magazine “Trout and Salmon”.
The first of these reports concerns the
Atlantic Salmon Salmo salar. In his editorial
piece in the December 2014 issue of “T. and S.”,
the Editor, Andrew Flitcroft, was bemoaning the
lack of salmon caught during the 2014 season:
“the 2014 Salmon season will be one of the
worst on record”. He reports that he personally
caught two salmon from the Aberdeenshire Dee
at the start of the season – and then nothing
else for the rest of the season! He explains that
he would like to think that it was just himself
who had had a bad season – but sadly it seems
that he was not alone. Salmon fishing, especially
on the supposedly “prestige” or “premium”
rivers can be an expensive business: Flitcroft
mentions one angler who spent nearly £40,000
on salmon fishing in 2014, and failed to catch a
single fish! As Flitcroft puts it: “I imagine he is
feeling rather sick”.
Of course, all of this is very much anecdotal,
but figures are available for some rivers, and we
have no reason to believe that these figures are
not reasonably accurate. The river which I have
chosen as an illustration is the River Dovey in
central Wales. This river rises on the edge of the
Snowdonia National Park and drains into the
Irish Sea near Machynlleth. It is typical of many
of the short “spate rivers” of the north and west,
and has a reputation for very good runs of Sea
Trout Salmo trutta (migratory Brown Trout), and
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As a footnote to this, it is accepted that
numbers of Atlantic Salmon are now once again
running the River Trent; although, of course,
there is no official fishing for them.
Unfortunately, I have no information on the
numbers of Salmon seen in the rivers Trent and
Dove during 2014.
While Flitcroft’s Salmon fishing in 2014 may
have been a disaster, he had a more successful
and enjoyable season fishing for Trout, including
sessions on Rutland Water. In his January 2015
Editorial piece in “T. and S.” he reports catching
his second ever Zander from the Green Bank
area of Rutland Water:
“The four-pounder took a Daddy-longlegs at
Green Bank and though its capture was unusual,
it was the beautiful white, filleted flesh, rolled
and fried in breadcrumbs, that I will remember
most. It was the finest, flaky white fish I’ve ever
tasted – better than any Trout, Sea Trout or
Salmon.”
The Zander or European Pike-perch
Stizostedion lucioperca was not originally native
to the British Isles. Its original range included the
lower-lying areas of central and eastern Europe,
Russia, and Scandinavia, where it was found in
large lakes and the slow-flowing, lower reaches
of large rivers. However, it has been introduced
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to many areas of Western Europe and has
thrived. It was introduced to lakes at Woburn
Abbey in England in 1878. During the 1970s and
80s the species spread (probably with a little
help from its friends!) to the Great Ouse and
subsequently across eastern England. Today
Zander are found in some Leicestershire waters,
including the Ashby Canal and the River Soar.
The Zander is sometimes thought – quite
mistakenly – to be a hybrid between the
European Perch (Perca fluviatilis) and the
Eurasian or Northern Pike (Esox lucius). The
Zander is in no way related to the Pike; in actual
fact it is closely related to the Perch, and both
of these species are closely related to two
equivalent species in North America: the Yellow
Perch (Perca flavescens) and the Walleye
(Stizostedion vitreum). Zander prefer to
frequent open water, where they roam in
shoals, although older fish tend to become more
solitary. After their first few months of life they
become almost entirely piscivorous, although,
like the Brown Trout (Salmo fario), they can only
swallow an item which is no more than 12% of
their own body mass. (A Pike can swallow prey
up to 20 – 25% of its own body mass!) The
Zander has large, reflective eyes, and is adapted
to feeding under low-light conditions, either in
deep water by day, or in shallower water by
night. They are also happy to feed in turbid
water, and the fact that they prefer to frequent
open, coloured water, means that they avoid
competing with the Pike which prefers clear
water, with vegetation which can be used as
cover from which to ambush prey. Zander
normally spawn between April and June when
the water temperature reaches 12°C. The adults
pair off and seek an area where the water is
between one and three metres deep, preferably
with a substrate of firm sand or stones. The
paired Zander dig out a shallow hollow in the
substrate, in which the eggs are laid and
fertilized. The adults then stand guard over the
eggs for about a week until they hatch. The fry
grow quickly and by the autumn they will be
eating the fry of other species. The males
mature at 2-4 years, and the females, which are
usually larger, mature at 3-5 years. Female
Zander produce large numbers of eggs: 150,000
– 200,000 eggs per kilogram of body weight. A
large female can produce well over half a million
eggs!
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In Britain, anglers do not normally eat the fish
they catch, other than Trout and Salmon.
However, in other parts of the world anglers
have different attitudes, and in other parts of
Europe the Perch and the Zander are regarded
as excellent eating. (The same is equally true for
their North American counterparts.) Although
both species are equally desirable from a
culinary point of view, there is an important
difference in size: a Perch of 2 kilograms is a very
big one, whereas Zander can grow to over 12
kilograms. Consequently, Zander have been
widely farmed for many years in Central and
Eastern Europe. They are often reared in ponds
alongside the Common or Mirror Carp (Cyprinus
carpio), where they perform a useful service in
removing any small, undesirable fish which may
have found their way into the pond, while at the
same time providing a secondary crop. Finally,
although not all English anglers are very
enamoured of this recent immigrant from the
continent, it appears very certain that the
Zander is here to stay!
With regard to the future, I am very reluctant
to offer any opinions or predictions concerning
either species: after all, “futurology” is, as they
say, a very inexact science! However, it appears
to me that as far as angling for wild Salmon in
the U.K. is concerned, then in future, regardless
of any other conservation measures which may
be introduced, angling will have to be conducted
on a strictly “no-kill”, “catch-and-release” basis;
and indeed in some parts of the country fishery
policies are already moving in that direction…
And as far as the Zander is concerned, I cannot
help wondering if, at some point in the future,
my local fish and chip shop will be selling Zander
and chips, instead of Cod and chips!
Tony Onions
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BUTTERFLIES
The consistent prolonged cold nights
followed by cold days did little to tempt
butterflies out of hibernation and prior to March
the only species seen active was a Peacock
Inachis io in HBH’s Loughborough garden on 18
February. However, some species which
hibernated in places also haunted by bats can
be recorded by their discarded wings and HI &
SFW, in continuing their survey of the churches
in Leicestershire & Rutland, recorded Small
Tortoiseshell Aglais urticae in Garthorpe church
on 18 January, at Lyndon on 8 February and at
Beeby on 12 March. Apparently, bats do not
only feed on moths and other night-flying
insects but also take butterflies, given the
opportunity. In addition to the above, a live
individual was found inside the church at
Morcott on 8 February, also a dead one in a
window at Wigston Parva and a wing in the
church porch at Sharnford on 22 March. Finally
a dead Small Tortoiseshell was found inside the
windmill at Wymondham on 18 January.
To return to the few live, active butterflies
recorded this quarter, all in March. Lone
Brimstone Gonepteryx rhamni were observed
in Quorn War Memorial Garden on the 10th, in
FTS’s Barlestone garden on the 20th and at
Mountsorrel Common on the 23rd. Active Small
Tortoiseshell were first noted on the 7th when
nectaring individuals were seen visiting Crocus
flowers at the Stafford Orchard in Quorn and on
winter flowering heather in HS’s Chaveney Road
garden in Quorn; on the 10th one was present
in FTS’s Barlestone garden and on the 20th two
were seen near Dale Spinney in Bradgate Park
and one in our Quorn garden. In Leicester one
was visiting heather in Spinney Hill Park on the
24th and at the end of the month one was seen
in Booth Wood in Loughborough. Exceptionally,
only two Peacock were reported for March, one
in Evington Park on the 20th and one at the end
of March in Booth Wood.
The only Comma Polygonia c-album
reported was seen by ACR at Thorpe Acre Green
on the 28th.
Early Speckled Wood Parage aegeria were
noted by HB in Spinney Hill Park, with one on
the 7th and two on the 10th.
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Few first quarters produce such a paucity of
butterfly sightings.
Peter Gamble

MOTHS
A total of just four recorders for this quarter
managed 96 individuals of 21 species with two
of us operating light traps on ten occasions. The
records came from a few daytime observations,
a couple of MV sessions in Swithland Wood and
the rest from Les Purnell’s garden in Rothley,
resulting in quite a thin report and just goes to
prove that there were very few evenings
suitable to operate moth traps.
The mines of the micro moth Stigmella
aurella were found in Bramble at several sites,
this still must surely rank as one of if not the
most abundant moth species we have. The goal
here would be to try and find a Bramble patch
completely free of any mines but I think that
would be almost impossible. It’s a shame we do
not see the adult very often as it is a real
stunner, as is Phyllonorycter messaniella whose
mines were found on Evergreen Oak at
Buckminster. A solitary and very smart Tortrix
moth Acleris kochiella was attracted to light in
Swithland Wood in early March. Being a very
light grey, almost white with delicate brownish
markings and the larvae feeding on Elm. After
hibernating throughout the winter it then
appears as conditions allow the following year.
The first March Moth Alsophila aescularia put
in an appearance in early February and was still
on the wing in early March, true to its name.
January 27 and 28 provided the only records of
Pale Brindled Beauty Phigalia pilosaria from
Rothley and Swithland Wood. Always welcome,
a single Oak Beauty Biston strataria was
attracted to the lights in Swithland Wood, spot
on time, on 7 March. For many years Spring
Usher Agriopis leucophaeria was expected from
February throughout March, but in recent years
it has been regularly seen from January
onwards. Just a single was recorded from
Swithland Wood on 27 January. A close relative
Dotted Border Agriopis marginaria was quite
widespread, albeit in singletons throughout
February and March, including one found during
the day in Groby. The Orthosia genus began to
show from the first week of March with all of
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the expected species showing throughout this
month. The first Satellite Eupsilia transversa
was at Swithland Wood followed by Chestnut
Conistra vaccinia, the latter also from Rothley.
Probably the most striking moth of the quarter
was a single Herald Scoliopteryx libatrix which
was found in Coston Churchyard in mid-January.

BEETLES
So much for taking it easy through the winter
and catching up on all those “catch up” jobs left
for this period. Just three of us managed 328
individuals (1,119 last quarter) of a more than
satisfactory 117 species (76 last quarter).
Sieving, beating, grubbing turning over stones
and looking under bark and beneath dead Typha
layers gave us quite a haul for this so called quiet
period: 22 species of Carabidae, 21 species of
Staphylinidae and ten Coccinellidae (ladybird)
species counted for just under half of the total
of the species recorded. Quite remarkable when
you take into consideration the total number of
individuals was less than a third but the number
of species were just over double from half as
many sites, 15 as opposed to 31 for the last
quarter. I’ll start the list off with the only two
species of water beetle recorded, both from
Dimminsdale towards the end of February they
were three Agabus bipustulatus and two
Agabus sturmii.
As expected, the Carabids were well
represented with a total of 22 species but none
managed to reach double-figures. Starting off
with two Nebria brevicollis from Pickworth
Great Wood in mid-January and two of the
comical looking, due to their large bulging eyes,
Notiophilus germinyi were sieved from grass
cuttings at Hick’s Lodge. Loricera pilicornis was
quite widespread as was Bembidion guttula.
Other Bembidions recorded were three
Bembidion mannerheimii and two Bembidion
obtusum from Cloud Wood and Brock’s Hill
respectively. The rather attractive, blue and
orange Ocys harpaloides was found under bark
of a fallen dead tree at Dimminsdale and
amazingly only a single Pterostichus madidus
was recorded this quarter at Brock’s Hill at the
end of February. Other Pterostichus species
recorded were Pterostichus niger, vernalis and
strenuus all from under stones, under bark or
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from sieving grass cuttings. Two of the whitelegged Paranchus albipes were under stones at
the water’s edge of the Laundry Pool in
Dimminsdale in company with two
Oxypselaphus obscurus. Hick’s Lodge and
Brock’s Hill produced the only Agonum
fuliginosum with one and four respectively.
Peeling back the dead outer layers of Typha
stems at Shawell in early January revealed a
solitary Agonum thoreyi and two Platynus
assimilis were under bark of a fallen tree at
Cloud Wood early January. This was the only
record of what is normally one of the most
abundant species at almost any time of the year.
With their distinctive oval shape, Amara species
are often seen running around on the ground
especially on warm sunny days. With the lack of
such days at this time of year they need to be
searched for and a single Amara eurynota was
found by sieving grass cuttings at Cloud Wood.
The same method produced Amara familiaris
at Browns Hill Quarry and also found at Fosse
Meadows, all in March. Grubbing beneath a
carpet of moss at Cloud Wood revealed Amara
similata at the beginning of January. All three
species of Amara were found in singletons. That
same moss carpet at Cloud Wood produced the
only Bradycellus sharpi. Just singletons of
Paradromius linearis from Cribb’s Meadow and
Dromius quadrimaculatus from Great Merrible
Wood, both in mid-January.
Of the Scarab beetles only a single
Sphaeridium scarabaeoides was found by
sieving grass cuttings at the edge of a field at
Hick’s Lodge at the end of January, a species
more likely to be found in various dung samples.
A member of the Silphidae, or burying beetles
only Silpha atrata was recorded with one at
Cribb’s Meadow, three at Pickworth Great
Wood and one at Shawell all under bark of dead
wood and all in the first week of January. The
Staphylinidae rival the Carabidae for the sheer
number of records, they are much more
numerous and far easier to find but some
demand a slightly different approach to their
identification relying on genitalia dissection to
help confirm a positive result.
Starting the Staphs off with Anthobium
unicolor singles were at Cloud Wood, again in
the first week of January with Olophrum piceum
in singles at Hick’s Lodge and Breedon on the
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Hill end of January and end of March
respectively. Sieving grass cuttings on 27
February at Brock’s Hill produced a single
Micropeplus staphylinoides, nine Sepedophilus
nigripennis and seven Tachyporus hypnorum.
The later species was found at several sites well
scattered throughout the county, as was the
distinctive Tachyporus obtusus. Four Tachinus
rufipes were found at Brock’s Hill again by
sieving grass cuttings and a single at Cloud
Wood. Although quite small Anotylus rugosus
is quite an easy species to identify with some
distinctive characters for help, it is also quite a
common species and soon becomes a familiar
capture amongst samples. Fosse Meadows and
Brock’s Hill produced singles in March and
February respectively. Peeling back the dead
layers of Typha stems were the only source of
records for the three Stenus species recorded,
a single Stenus latifrons and Stenus solutus both
at Shawell and the other Stenus bifoveolatus
from Slash Lane all at the beginning of January.
All of the Staphs mentioned above are probably
not typical of what most people recognize as
“Rove” beetles, this next group will be more
familiar. Philonthus carbonarius a single was
sieved from under moss at Cloud Wood in
March, Philonthus cognatus was found at seven
sites with the highest count of ten under moss
at Cloud Wood in January. All black with fairly
broad reddish/orange edges to the pronotum,
Philonthus marginatus was found the same day
and in the same habitat as the previous species,
as were two Philonthus varians with another
single at Fosse Meadows at the end of March.
A single Tasgius melanarius was found under
the bark of a dead branch at Ulverscroft in
mid-February, with a single Quedius puncticollis
beaten from dead Bracken - same day and site.
The only other member of this genus was
Quedius curtipennis sieved from moss on the
ground at Browns Hill Quarry at the end of
March. Still with the Staphs and although they
are in the same subfamily but very different
looking we have Xantholinus linearis and
Xantholinus longiventris. The former were well
recorded at several sites but the latter was only
found at Cloud Wood. In the Nitidulidae or
pollen beetles Meligethes aeneus was out in
force by the end of March. Of the Silvanidae the
distinctive Psammoecus bipustulatus was
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another of the species that can be readily found
beneath layers of dead Typha stems.
All of the members of the Cryptophagidae
are small, very similar and many are difficult to
identify but fortunately a few are “do-able”.
Micrambe ulicis was at Huncote Embankment
at the end of March. It is a common and often
abundant species and soon becomes familiar
when beating its host plant, Gorse.
Overwintering ladybirds did quite well for
records with nine species being recorded.
Almost always associated with wetland areas
Coccidula rufa is another species easily found
by peeling back dead Typha layers, this species
was found to be fairly widespread. In the same
habitat and often together with the previous
species a single Coccidula scutetella was found
beneath Typha layers at Brock’s Hill at the end
of February. The only record of Kidney-spot
Ladybird Chilocorus renipustulatus was a single
at Swithland Wood in early March. A single Pine
Ladybird Exochomus quadripustulatus was
beaten from an Ivy-covered wall at Breedon on
the Hill in late March and just one record of a
single Harlequin Ladybird Harmonia axyridis
was found in St. Mary’s churchyard in Barkby in
early March. A solitary Seven-spot Ladybird
Coccinella septempunctata was the only record
from a churchyard in Beeby, and again a solitary
Adonis Ladybird Hippodamia variegata was at
Hick’s Lodge at the end of March. Water
Ladybird Anisosticta novemdecimpunctata
were found at several sites and all under Typha
layers and lastly a single 16-spot Ladybird
Tytthaspis sedecimpunctata was at Shawell in
early January.
The minute brown scavenger beetle
Cartodere nodifer is a strange and quite “lumpy”
little beetle, a singleton of which was found
when sieving grass cuttings at Brock’s Hill late
in February. Just two species of Longhorns
where found this quarter the first was Rhagium
mordax, a loose colony of eight was found in
their overwintering excavations under bark of a
large fallen dead tree in Great Merrible Wood
in early January. The other was a single
Pogonocherus hispidus beaten from Ivy at
Breedon on the Hill at the end of March.
The leaf beetle Chrysolina polita was found
in Dimminsdale under bark of a fallen dead tree
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in late February and Crepidodera aurata was at
Cloud Wood in early January.

Hill Park foraging winter-flowering Heather on
the 24th.

A total of six species of Weevil were recorded
starting with Ceratapion onopordi with a single
found under Typha layers in a small waterlogged
depression at Shawell, and over 20 individuals
of the Gorse Weevil Exapion ulicis were beaten
from Gorse at Huncote Embankment at the end
of March. Sitona lineatus was sieved from grass
cuttings at Fosse Meadows at the end of March
and the very similar Sitona regensteinensis was
found at several sites during February and
March either from beating Broom or sieving
ground litter. A single Hypera meles (Notable A)
was found in Cloud Wood in the first week of
January was quite a find constituting just the
second record for the county, this latest record
has been confirmed by Roger Booth from the
Natural History Museum. Last but not least, just
one Figwort Weevil Cionus scrophulariae was
beaten from Gorse at Huncote Embankment at
the end of March.

It was a similar picture with the White-tailed
Bumblebee, Bombus lucorum, single queens
from Barlestone, Bradgate and Spinney Hill
Parks on the 24th of the month. The Tree
Bumblebee Bombus hypnorum fared much
better and was recorded from several sites in
Charnwood Forest and Oakham. Locally a single
queen was at Humberstone Park, again foraging
Crocus beds, on the 7th with two at Spinney Hill
Park on the 11th. By far the most records of this
species came from Quorn with queens seen in
February on winter-flowering Honeysuckle and
building up in March. Interestingly, PHG records
several variant species of this bumblebee with
a black thorax instead of the usual ginger thorax
most commonly seen in this species. By the end
of March both normal members and those with
a black thorax were feeding on Honeysuckle in
his garden.

Graham Finch

OTHER INSECTS
Owing to a problem with the Royal Mail, my
notes posted to Helen failed to arrive, so I will
endeavour to write up some notes from
memory. Apologies if any records are left out.
The first two months were bitterly cold,
particularly the wind, so virtually no records
were submitted before March, apart from the
odd one.
The bulk of records relate to Hymenoptera
with the Buff-tailed Bumblebee Bombus
terrestris the most widely reported. PHG had a
worker and female on his winter-flowering
Honeysuckle on 1 January, all other records
were reported in March, from the 6th in Groby,
Wigston, Loughborough, Wigston Parva
churchyard, Castle Gardens, Humberstone Park,
Spinney Hill Park, and Evington Park where
queens were foraging on Crocus beds. FTS
recorded them frequently from his garden at
Barlestone with up to six seen, similar numbers
were recorded from Quorn.
There were very few sightings of the Earlynesting Bumblebee Bombus pratorum, with
two queens at Barlestone and one at Spinney
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I believe just two records of Red-tailed
Bumblebee Bombus lapidarius queens were
submitted from Maynard Park in Bagworth and
from Barlestone in late March. In the 2014
Spring edition of Heritage, it was reported that
despite good number of queens reported,
worker numbers were very low and locally have
noticed a decline in numbers foraging.
Interestingly two eminent hymenonopterists
commented on the same situation in Sussex,
which they put down to being unable to
establish viable nests due to the poor spring and
early summer weather. Difficult to say really,
but I believe some of our more common
bumblebees are becoming vulnerable
particularly Bombus pratorum and Bombus
hortorum which only produce small numbers of
workers compared to other species and it is up
to all members to grow sufficient nectar bearing
plants in their gardens whenever they can to
help them prosper and survive in difficult times.
A few Honey Bee Apis mellifera records were
received: foraging at Quorn in February and
March on Honeysuckle; at Bradgate Park,
Oakham churchyard, Humberstone and
Evington Parks; locally on Crocus beds, and also
noted in small numbers elsewhere.
No Social Wasp records were submitted this
quarter.
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WEATHER

Dark-edged Bee-fly © Steve Woodward

Diptera
Records were received of just two species: a
single Dark-edged Bee-fly Bombylius major was
recorded in March by Hl and SFW in All Saints
churchyard in Oakham (more of this species next
quarter) and a few Drone-flies Eristalis tenax at
Spinney Hill Park, Castle Gardens and on
Charnwood Forest.

Solitary Bees
The solitary bee Anthophora plumipes was
first recorded on March 6th in Stafford Orchard
in Quorn and subsequent records from
Bradgate, Oadby and Aylestone. By 20 March,
females with full pollen baskets were seen and
males were common on Spinney Hill Park. This
bee has a distinctive “buzz” and can often be
named by sound before it comes into view.

Anthophora plumipes © Steve Woodward
Howard Bradshaw and Helen Ikin

FLOWERING PLANTS and FERNS
This report will appear in the next edition of
Heritage.
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January contained a variety of weather types
with the colder periods offsetting the very mild
conditions we had at the start of the month.
Afternoon maximums averaged 7.7°C, which is
1°C above normal with night time minimums
registering 1.5°C, the expected figure. There was
a total of nine air frosts. The overall average
temperature of 4.6°C was just 0.5°C above the
long term average. Rainfall was very close to
normal too. A total of 50 mm fell at
Mountsorrel, with Jim Lofts at Nanpantan
recording 63 mm. The wettest day was the 12th
when both stations recorded 12.6 mm. It was
sunshine which, surprisingly, was the stand-out
figure for the second month in a row. A total of
85 hours was recorded which was 50% above
normal. Given the very sunny December, we are
on course for one of the sunniest winters on
record if the pattern persists into February.
Winds peaked at 45 mph on the 15th.
The month began on a very mild note and the
first ten days were generally mild with SW winds
bringing in air from the Azores. The 9th saw the
peak of the mild conditions when temperatures
rose to 15.5°C at Nanpantan and a staggering
15.8°C at Sutton Bonington. This made it the
warmest January day on our local records, which
Jim began in 1959 and that was also the first
year of recording at Sutton Bonington. In
Leicestershire, as a whole, it was the warmest
day in records going back to 1836! That night
saw temperatures not drop below 7.5°C making
the 9th our warmest night also. The second half
of the month saw generally colder conditions as
winds turned into a northerly direction on
occasions. This brought some snow showers. I
recorded eight days with some snow falling but
generally it did not settle significantly although
Jim did have two mornings where there was a
50% cover. The 31st saw some heavier snow just
to our west, with Coalville reporting 11 cm but
on this occasion we escaped the worst. The
coldest day was on the 4th when temperatures
reached just 2.3°C and that night they dropped
to -5°C at Nanpantan giving us our coldest night
of the month. There were 11 days which
recorded more than five hours of sunshine in
January with the sunniest day the 3rd giving us
seven hours, the maximum possible for this date
in January. So it was a month, like most, that
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gave us very contrasting conditions but that
sunshine was very welcome!
The most notable weather feature of
February was once again the amount of
sunshine. This month the sun shone for 85 hours
or 12% above normal. The total winter sunshine
total for Leicestershire was a staggering 270
hours which is 33% above normal, making this
the sunniest winter since records began in 1896.
Afternoon temperatures were logged at 7°C
with night time temperatures averaging 1°C. I
recorded nine air frosts at Mountsorrel with Jim
recording seven at Nanpantan. The overall
temperature mean of 4°C was the expected
figure for February. Rainfall figures were also
broadly average with Jim recording 49.4 mm
with my total in Mountsorrel being 46 mm.
Winds mainly blew from a westerly point
reaching a maximum gust of 36 mph on the 22nd.
The month started on a cold note with a
northerly wind. These brought snow showers
during the first week but amounts of settling
snow were fairly small. The coldest day of the
month was the 2nd with a temperature of just
2.4°C. The 6th and 7th both brought the
coldest nights of the month with temperatures
in Nanpantan dropping to -4°C. The second
week of the month became less cold but was
still mainly dry and the 8th and 9th both
produced nearly nine hours of sunshine as an
area of high pressure settled over the country.
After the 15th this gave way to low pressure,
strong winds and plenty of rain. The school half
term week produced more than 35 mm of rain
or most of the monthly total with my wettest
day being the 22nd when 12 mm fell. It had
become much milder by this point with the
maximum temperature of 11°C being recorded
at Jim’s station on the 18th. The last few days
were showery and a little cooler. Snow fell on
just four days in the month but very little
settled.
So winter 2014-15 has come to an end with
spring weather records starting on March 1st.
The sunshine, as already stated, was the most
significant feature with temperatures and
rainfall being broadly average for the season.
Snow only fell significantly once on Boxing Day
but after this all other snowfalls were light. So
although this winter was much cooler than the
very mild one of the 2013/14 it still did not
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contain any really severe spells with the lowest
temperature being a fairly modest -5°C. So here
comes spring. It has started on a cold note but
by this weekend temperatures could reach 15°C
so that's something else to look forward too!
Once again the amount of sunshine was the
most notable feature of the weather in March
and it made it the fourth consecutive month
with sunshine totals above normal. 136 hours
of sunshine was recorded in the month which is
20% above usual with some days registering
more than ten hours. Temperatures were a little
above the long term average. Afternoon
temperatures averaged out at 10.5°C which is
0.7°C above the long term average with night
time minimums logged at 3°C which is 0.5°C
above the expected figure. There were three air
frosts recorded in March but there were also ten
ground frosts. The overall mean of 6.8°C came
in at 0.6°C above the 30 year March average.
Rainfall totals were once again very close to the
50 mm of rain you would expect in March with
Jim Lofts in Nanpantan recording 50 mm while
at Mountsorrel I logged 45 mm.
The month contained some very different
and distinct weather types. After some early rain
the majority of the first ten days of the month
were dry under the influence of high
pressure. Temperatures reached a peak of
15.7°C on the 7th which was the warmest day
of the month. The centre of the high pressure
then changed and a very substantial Russian
based high pressure system began to dominate
and the wind turned into the east. If the weather
charts of the second week of March had been
replicated in January or February we would have
had a very cold snowy spell but by March the
European land mass has started to heat up so
we escaped the worst. We still had a biting
easterly wind for several days however and on
the 14th the temperature peaked at just 7°C,
our coldest day of the month. The 8th produced
the coldest night of the month with Jim
recording temperatures down to -1.6°C.
Temperatures in the third week recovered and
it was still mainly dry. The final week brought
some very different weather as low pressure on
a very energetic jet stream brought several days
of heavy rain and gale force winds. The
traditional weather phrase of March comes in
like a lion and goes out like a lamb was turned
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on its head this year with very violent weather
seeing out the end of the month. 75% of the
month’s rain fell in this last week with many
days seeing winds gusting over 50 mph
accompanied by heavy hail showers which Jim
recorded three times in the final week. The
windiest day was on the final day with winds
gusting up to 53 mph at East Midlands Airport
and these high winds caused some problems
bringing down a few trees and damaging
fencing. The eventful weather at the end of the
month proved more dramatic than anything we
had seen in the winter which goes to show how
variable our weather can be at any time of the
year. As March turned into April the weather
settled down and as you read this today we
could be enjoying our warmest day of the year
with temperatures up to 19°C. So we have
travelled from winter to summer in one week!
Phil Morrish

OTHER RECORDS
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Records were also received for Algae, Fungi,
Bryophytes, Lichens, Woodlice, Millipedes,
Harvestmen, Aphids, Psyllids, Ants, Galls and
Leaf Mines.
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